
High School Students Summit on
 "World Tsunami Awareness Day" 2019 in Hokkaido

(Tuesday, August 6)

Pre-study Tour (August 6 - August 8)

■ They interacted with each other by exchanging their hand-written name cards on the ferry bound for the island.

■ The ferry carrying them arrived at the Okushiri Port as the students from Okushiri High School greeted them.

■ They received an orientation at their respective accommodation. (Ryokan Aobaso / Kikuchi Inn)

A total of 53 students from Hokkaido who will participate in the High School Students 
Summit on “World Tsunami Awareness Day” 2019 in Hokkaido in September visited Okushiri 
Island, as part of the pre-study tour, which had made a recovery from the 1993 southwest-off 
Hokkaido earthquake.



(Wednesday, August 7)

■

■

They got lectured on the island’s disaster prevention and mitigation efforts, and its recovery from the 
earthquake by the Okushiri Tsunami “Kateribe-tai” Storytellers while they were strolling on the “Disaster 
Prevention Themed Foot Path”. 
After they learned about what the island had looked like right after the tsunami at the Okushiri Tsunami 
Museum, they laid flowers and prayed in silent at the Jikusho, the monument to the dead of the 1993 
southwest-off Hokkaido earthquake.

As they moved to the Okushiri Marine Training Center, they were photographed to commemorate the tour 
at Nabetsuru Rock (unique shaped rock).



■ They took lessons about disaster prevention at the Okushiri Marine Training Center.

■

■ They also learned about how to prepare themselves when debating in English at the summit.

■ They were photographed after finishing the disaster prevention study and the English lesson.

As they moved to the Okushiri Marine Training Center, they were photographed to commemorate the tour 
at Nabetsuru Rock (unique shaped rock).



■ They received a heartfelt welcome at the dinner party hosted by the Okushiri Municipality. Over the dinner, 
they interacted with each other, for example, by introducing their schools using English.



(Thursday, August 8)

■ On the last day of the tour, as the thundering rain from that morning subsided, they left the Okushiri Port 
　 waving to the students from Okushiri High School.


